Bevan Commission Plenary Meeting
Date: 15th September 2017
Time: 08:30 – 15:00
Venue: School of Management, Swansea University
Version: 1.0

Present:

Name:

Chair:
Professor Sir Mansel Aylward
Commissioners: Mary Cowern
Professor Trevor Jones
Lt General Louis Lillywhite
Professor Ewan Macdonald
Chris Martin
Professor John Wyn Owen
Dr Helen Paterson
Fran Targett
Professor Hywel Thomas
Sir Paul Williams

Identification:
MA
MC
TJ
LL
EM
CM
JWO
HP
FT
HT
PW

Secretariat:

Present for A
Quality Debate

Helen Howson (Director)
Elizabeth Jones (Minutes)

HH

Sara Walton, British Standards Institution

SW

Apologies:

Name:
Nygaire Bevan
Professor Bim Bhowmick
Dame Carol Black
Sir Ian Carruthers
Baroness Ilora Finlay
Ann Lloyd
Juliet Luporini
Professor Michael Marmot
Professor Philip Routledge
Sir Anthony Newman Taylor
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Welcome and Introductions
08.30

Professor Sir Mansel Aylward (MA) chaired the meeting and welcomed
Professor Hywel Thomas (HT) as a new Commissioner. HT provided the
Board with a brief background to his prestigious career.
MA accepted the apologies as named in the table above.
MA thanked the Commissioners for travelling to attend yesterday’s
conference.

Chair’s Update
09:00

The Commissioners noted the great success of the Annual Bevan
Commission Conference and the previous evening’s event. MA thanked
the Commissioners for their outstanding contributions and support
throughout the day.
MA thanked the Secretariat and team for their contributions in setting up
and managing a very successful event. The feedback from delegates has
been extremely positive.
MA updated the Board on his recent retirement from Public Health
Wales in July. He now has a Chair at Swansea University and shared the
public announcement today that he will also take the Chair of the Life
Science Hub, Wales.
MA announced that Chris Martin (CM) will also be joining the LS Hub
Board and provided a background to the business of the Hub and its
objectives and links to the Commission.
Helen Howson (HH) raised the proposal for Health Innovation Partnership
Wales, which will have important ramifications for the Commission and
its work, particularly the links to health boards and industry through the
Bevan Innovators and Hubs.
MA also wished to pass on his thanks to the Exemplars and their
innovation and contribution to the work of the Commission.
The Commission talked through the activities in rural areas in life
sciences and how they can bring jobs to the region and the health
agenda, which will be taken forward via ARCH and the Llanelli Health
Village the Health Services Collaborative project in West Wales.
Paul Williams (PW) prompted a discussion on how we can promote the
economy further with John Wyn Owen (JWO) referring to his paper at the
last meeting.

Chair’s Update

Parliamentary Review
MA provided an update on the progress of the parliamentary review (PR).
The final report and recommendations are due at the end of the year.
MA explained the position of the PR and the role of the Commission in the
review, which prompted a discussion by all Members of the Board. The
following queries were raised:
 Where does the work of the Bevan Commission sit with regards to
the findings of the review?
The Board was assured that this will not be lost and that the Parliamentary
Review will acknowledge to Commission’s contribution and will be the
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opportunity to help speed up and enable change to happen in the health
sector in Wales.


Cross-party agreement on a strategic level is needed in order to
protect and promote the health service in Wales.

MA has met with all party leaders (except Leanne Wood), and/or Chairs to
discuss the role of the Commission and how it could support the review.
ACTION: That the Parliamentary Review will be added to the agenda at
the next meeting in December.
Chair’s Update

MA updated Members of Helen Paterson’s (HP) new role as Chief
Executive Officer at Walsall Council. The Chair congratulated HP on her
new role and wished her every success with Walsall Council.
HP gave a briefing of her role. The Board discussed the potential for HP to
continue as a Bevan Commissioner and this will be clarified in due course.

Minutes of the last meeting
and declarations of interest
and Action Points
9:40

The minutes of the last meeting were reviewed and approved by the
Board.
Some HB meetings have been difficult to arrange and some have had to
be cancelled. It was agreed that we would not pursue these further at
this stage
HH provided explanations for those actions from the previous meetings,
which were allocated Amber/Red in the RAG status.
Outstanding Actions:
Ewan Macdonald (EM): Bhomick Model paper – this paper requires
follow up action, for discussion.

Conference & MicroLabs
Feedback

Louis Lillywhite (LL) fed back on the success of the micro labs at yesterday’s
conference and raised how these could best be adopted across Wales.

10.10

A discussion followed around how we can follow up on the work of these
ground-breaking projects and the Commission’s responsibility to support
their continued success, deliver the benefits and publicise the projects’
work. Commissioners wanted to ensure these innovative projects are
appropriately evaluated, followed up, prioritised and adopted across
Wales.
The final evaluation of Cohort 2 may be available for the next plenary
meeting.
ACTIONS:
To ensure our projects are appropriately followed up and to prioritise
and evaluate the expected benefits to Wales and the wider global
public.
HH has a meeting next month to follow this up with Welsh Government
Efficiency Group.

NHS 70th Anniversary
Celebrations
and

The option to out-source the event management of next year’s conference
was raised. All Commissioners accepted the additional pressures and costs
of managing a three-day international event on an already extremely busy,
small team in addition to their own duties.
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Invitation to Appoint New
Bevan Commissioners

A discussion followed about the options for future events, including the
70th anniversary of the NHS next year.

10.25

Opportunities to work with Welsh Government and others will be followed
up and reported back at the next meeting.
A letter has been sent to the First Minister to propose joint working with
Welsh Government for next year’s 70th NHS anniversary events, which was
proposed to be held at the Celtic Manor resort, Newport.
Discussed the potential to link with the Bevan Society and other relevant
organisations, this led to a conversation around the degree of bilingual
communications and our new website.
MA noted that as a Commission, we embrace the Welsh language and
acknowledge the cost of full bilingual translation of all content, with
limited funds available.
MA acknowledged that next year’s conference will be the most important
event since the launch event in March 2017.
ACTIONS:
Hywel Thomas offered to follow up with his contacts in the Celtic Manor
asap to gain confirmation of venue and date.
HH will follow up with WG and the Bevan Society to progress

A Quality Debate: BSI/ISO
Update
11:10

Members were updated on the response from Vaughan Gething to the
Quality Discussion paper. MA introduced and welcomed Sara Walton,
(SW) Market Development – Standards (Resilience, Risk, Governance)
from the British Standards Institution.
SW provided a very informative presentation entitled: Achieving
Profound and Sustained Improvement in Quality in NHS Wales: proposed
collaboration between BSI and the Bevan Commission.
SW responded to questions received from the Board, providing
information on collaborations in the health sector and further evidence
of ISO9000 standards.
A discussion took place with all Commissioners on making contributions
related to the response to Welsh Government’s White Paper
consultation.
ACTIONS:
Feedback from Commissioners to be sent to HH as soon as possible and
HH to collate the Commission’s responses.
MA is to meet with VG to feedback the Commission’s response to the
White Paper, which closes on the 29th September.
MA is to meet with VG regarding the data paper and will send the paper
in advance of the meeting with the Commission’s comments.

New Bevan Commissioners
12:20

Proposals were circulated and it was agreed that Dame Sue Bailey and
Professor Kamila Hawthorne, who both met current gaps identified in
expertise, would be approached to discuss their interest in membership
of the Commission.
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Members agreed that the Board needs to ensure that it continues to
have the right cross-section of appropriate skills and expertise to help
undertake the work of the Commission.
There will also need to be a formal call for Commissioners, using strict
assessment criteria, which will require further discussion by the Board.
There will also be the opportunity to invite appointment of:
i.

Corresponding Members – who will not attend plenary
meetings but will contribute to advisory papers and research
in writing.
International Members – who will contribute according to
relevant agenda items

ii.
ACTION:

Dame Sue Bailey and Professor Kamila Hawthorne be approached
regarding their membership. (HH/MA)
Bevan Commission Quarterly
Work Update/Report
11:45

HH referred Commissioners to the Update paper. A now more publicfacing, user-friendly format of the Bevan Commission Annual Work
Update , which is being developed. Members recognised the
considerable progress made during the last twelve months.
The Great Bevan Challenge: Trevor Jones (TJ) updated the Board on the
aspirations of the challenge and on any other issues as identified. An
update paper is being produced.
The Chief Pharmaceutical Officer is working with the Bevan Commission
on the Prudent Pharmacy, which the Commission proposed. The first
meeting considered how service provision might be provided to the
public and what a prudent pharmacy could look like.
A joint pharmacy bid to the Health Foundation is being considered
working collaboratively to apply for further funding.
ACTION: The next meeting is planned for late November / December
and CM will keep the Board updated with progress.

Bevan Commission
Communications Strategy
Emma Bryant
14:00

Emma Bryant (EB), who joined the team recently on a part-time basis for
six months, presented the draft Communications Strategy and provided
an update on communications following yesterday’s conference.







Twitter was showing a regional trend in South East Wales using
#bevan2017 yesterday with BBC Wales promoting our
#bevan2017 on their website.
EB informed the Board of the 450 additional followers as a result
of the successful conference.
Commissioners talked through the draft communications
strategy and the importance of raising the profile of the Bevan
Commission as a brand discussing the options of Prudent health
and the logo being trademarked. One conference tweet had a
reach of 27,000 people.
EB highlighted the importance of Commissioner interaction with
the Bevan Commission social media accounts to help raise the
profile of the Commission.
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Key messages on the work of the Commission need to be shared
by all: Staff, Commissioners, Advocates and Exemplars.
Commissioners considered potential changes to the events
banner wording to replace change with – action, aims or improve

ACTION: EB to present the final strategy and actions to the Commission
at December’s meeting
Bevan Commission:
Governance, Operations &
Future Options
14:15

The newly created Bevan Commission Foundation Board was discussed.
Governance options were considered at its first meeting on the 13th
September: including the Foundation’s terms of reference, status and
way forward.
The preferred option is to make the Bevan Commission a Company
Limited by Guarantee with the Bevan Academy a subsidiary of the
Commission.
This would still allow the possibility of moving towards charitable status
in the future. The proposal was for Cardiff and Swansea Universities to
become guarantors.
The option to create a Teckal trading arm was also discussed.
Commissioners agreed with the recommendation of a Company Limited
by Guarantee and that a Memorandum of Understanding and Articles of
Association were required to produce a clear governance model, with
evidence of an auditing process, all based on sound legal advice.
ACTION: The principle was agreed and further work will be required to
progress this and will report to the next meeting. HH/ MA

Draft Strategic Vision & Plan

HH talked through the draft strategic plan.
A discussion ensued around the document and the options for the
Commission in the future covering a number of aspects including:




The Commission’s role at regional levels International/European/UK/Wales
The aspirations of Commissioners and the links to the Foundation
Board
Governance models were further discussed around the options:
o Think tank
o Independent group of advisory international experts for
sustainable health and care
o International expert advisory group in Wales
o Internationally renowned group of experts

ACTION: HH invited feedback from Commissioners on the draft strategic
plan and confirmed that the business plan will be based on this
document.
The Bevan Commission
Future Public Debate – The
Really Important Questions to
Ask
14:40

Members were asked to consider the key questions that will need to be
asked of the public in the proposed future public conversation that will help
stimulate wider dialogue around the future model and sustainability of
health and care in Wales. As time was limited, Commissioners were asked
to give this their further consideration and send their suggestions in
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Participation Cymru and WCVA would be important contributors to this
process and discussions to date will continue particularly around proposals
to engage the public in wider dialogue in the Spring
ACTION:
Commissioners to send their key questions to Elizabeth to be collated and
shared at the next meeting
HH to follow up with WCVA and Participation Cymru
Future Work Priorities – A
Discussion



14:45



It was agreed that a further paper III in the ‘Exploiting the Welsh
Health Heritage’ series would be developed. This will be based
upon further details on implementing papers I and II (the original
social model papers) in practice. The model has been developed
and its application of this in practice, will be informed by the wider
conversation with the public. EM and PW will help with this
exercise.
Further work will also be undertaken on progressing the prudent
indicators

ACTIONS:
Plan for Public conversation to be developed as part of the
communications plan EB
Prudent indicators: a draft paper will be developed in preparation for
next meeting. HH
This will consider how do we determine prudency? And how do we measure
progress?
Bevan Commission Legacy
Publication 2018

It was proposed that the Commission produces a notable publication to
commemorate the work of the Bevan Commission over the decade and the
2018 Anniversary of the NHS. This will draw upon the substantial expertise
of the Bevan Commission. Further details on this will be developed and
circulated for comment
ACTION:
Each Commissioner was asked to identify an area of interest that they
would wish to contribute further guidance on, which will be circulated.

Future Conference/Meetings






Upcoming events were confirmed as:
The Quality Debate – at the Hadyn Ellis lecture theatre, Cardiff
University CF24 4HQ. 14th November 13:30 – 16:30
Pre-Plenary Supper – Thursday 7th December Mercure Holland
House Hotel, Cardiff: Third Sector Partnerships
Plenary Meeting – Friday 8th December

AoB
Meeting Close

15:00
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New Actions from September 2017 Meeting:
No

Date
Created

Action

Owner

Proposed
Completion
Date

RAG Status:

Comment

Red – Not Started
Amber – In Progress
Green - Complete

SEP1

Septem
ber

The Parliamentary
Review be added to the
agenda at the next
meeting in December

EJ

Septem
ber
2017

Bhomick Model paper –
this paper requires
follow up action, for
discussion

HH, BB, EM

Septem
ber
2017

To ensure our projects
are appropriately
followed up and to
prioritise and evaluate
the expected benefits
to Wales and the wider
global public.

HH

2017
SEP2

SEP3

Dec 17

G
Follow
up
December’s
meeting

at

A

Dec 17

A

HH to follow this up
with Welsh
Government Efficiency
Group and will feed
back
SEP4

SEP5

SEP6

Septem
ber

Follow up the Celtic HT
Manor asap to gain
confirmation of venue
and date for next year’s
conference

ASAP

Septem
ber
2017

All to send their
feedback to HH in
respect of the White
Paper

All

Immediate

Septem
ber
2017

To collate the
Commission’s
responses in respect of
the White Paper in
preparation for MA’s
meeting with the
Minister to feedback
the Commission’s
response to the White
Paper which closes on
the 29th September

All

G

A
Immediate

HH to collate
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SEP6.1

SEP7

SEP8

SEP9

SEP10

Septem
ber
2017

MA is to meet with the
Permanent Secretary

Septem
ber
2017

Dame Sue Bailey and
Professor Kamila
Hawthorne be
approached to
regarding their
membership

MA, HH

Septem
ber
2017

Provide progress
updates on the Prudent
Pharmacy

CM

Septem
ber
2017

Present the final
communications
strategy and actions at
December’s meeting

EB

Septem
ber
2017

The principle of a new
governance model for
the Bevan Foundation
was agreed.

HH,MA

G

regarding the data
paper
Immediate

G

Immediate,
ongoing

G

December
2017

Immediate,
ongoing

A
December 2017

A

Further work will
address this and will
report back to the next
meeting
SEP11

SEP12

SEP13

SEP14

Septem
ber
2017

Provide feedback on
the draft strategic plan

All

Septem
ber
2017

Commissioners to send All
in their key questions to
be collated on the
Future Public Debate

Septem
ber
2017

Prudent indicators – EJ
send
paper
in
preparation for next
meeting

December
2017

Septem
ber
2017

Production of paper for All
NHS 70th Anniversary: to
identify an area of
interest to contribute
further guidance on

Immediate,
ongoing to
July 2017
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New Actions from June Meeting:
No

Date
Created

Action

Owner

Proposed
Completion
Date

Comment

RAG Status:
Red – Not Started
Amber – In Progress
Green - Complete

JUN1

JUN2

June
2017

Give agenda item
number & associated
papers. All papers page
numbered

Secretariat

June

Re-circulate Michael
Sheen’s Aneurin Bevan
lecture and link to
Commissioners

Secretariat

Actions from previous
minutes to be updated
before publication on
website

Secretariat

2017

JUN3

June
2017

JUN4

June
2017

JUN5

June
2017

JUN6

June
2017

JUN7

June
2017

JUN8

June
2017

JUN9

June
2017

G

G

G

RAG status to be applied Secretariat
to actions from previous
meetings

G

Write to Dr Andrew
Goodall regarding
support from the
Delivery Support Unit
to implement the
successful exemplar
projects

MA

G

Circulate the
correspondence from
MA to retiring
Commissioners

Secretariat

Commissioners to feed
back to MA on
suggested nominations
to the Commission

Commissioners

Contact Clare Gerada
and Ian Carruthers to
discuss ongoing
membership of
Commission

MA

Give wider
consideration to
potential Commission
candidates

Commissioners

G

G

G
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No

Date
Created

Action

Owner

Proposed
Completion
Date

Comment

RAG Status:
Red – Not Started
Amber – In Progress
Green - Complete

JUN10

June
2017

JUN11

June
2017

JUN12

June
2017

JUN13

June
2017

JUN14

June
2017

JUN15

June
2017

JUN16

June
2017

JUN17

June
2017

JUN18

June
2017

JUN19

June
2017

JUN20

June
2017

Identify opportunities
to disseminate the
evaluation report
through networks

Commissioners

Contact Chris Subbe
regarding the Finnish
study review of patient
held records and
circulate to
Commissioners

TP

Attach ISBN and
produce a final version
of Quality Paper

TP

In progress, ongoing

A

G

G

MA to write and meet MA
with VG regarding the
Quality Paper
Set up a Quality Health
Summit

Secretariat

G
Date TBC

In progress

A

To participate in a EMC
future Master Class
session and present to
NHS Wales WODs

A

Circulate model paper
and ask for comments
from Commissioners

Secretariat

G

Distribute the draft
Model Paper for
consultation

HH

Engage the wider
public in ongoing
development of the
Prudent Model paper

Secretariat

Produce a communique
for wider dissemination
across NW referring to
the papers and the
discussions held

JWO

Recirculate the
publication strategy
listing possible future

Secretariat

G
Not started

R
Date TBC

In progress

G
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papers with the
publication grid
No

Date
Created

Action

Owner

Proposed
Completion
Date

Comment

RAG Status:
Red – Not Started
Amber – In Progress
Green - Complete

JUN21

June
2017

JUN22

June
2017

JUN23

June
2017

JUN24

June
2017

JUN25

June
2017

JUN26

June
2017

JUN27

June
2017

Contact Bob Hudson
regarding Welsh
costing data

HH

Establish the current
position of the All
Wales Taskforce on
informatics and update
the data paper
accordingly

MC

Gain further
information on the
Commission as an
Institute in the
University to inform
future discussions on
the business model

MA, HH

Recirculate future
plenary meeting dates

Secretariat

Invite AG and CMO to
future plenary
meetings

HH

Ensure list of meetings
is up to date on
website

Secretariat

Provide an amended
comment and include
as an addendum to the
December 2015
plenary meeting
minutes: reference
epigenetics
presentation

TJ

G

A

In progress

A

G
G

G
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Previous Meeting’s Outstanding Actions
No

Date
Created

Action

MA
R1

Mar 17

Continue to work with
business, academia and
other partners to
identify opportunities
to strengthen research
and evaluation of the
already excellent
progress made,
including the health
strand of the City Deal
programme

Secretariat

Ongoing

MA
R3

Mar 17

A business plan to be
developed with a clear
strategy for long term
financial security

Secretariat

Ongoing
development
s
and
discussions
with SU re
and
Institution

MA
R10

Mar 17

Gain
feedback
on Secretariat
content, finalise and
publish the Prudent
Focus DNA paper via
communications and
media
outlets,
monitoring its impact in
creating wider dialogue
and action

Final
text
being
checked for
accuracy

MA
R12

Mar 17

Circulation
of
the Secretariat
Prudent Model of
Health to the PR once
published

Resent

MA
R13

Mar 17

Two issues to discuss
with health boards
were:

Agreed
Visits
Ongoing

Who By

Commissioners

Proposed
Completion
Date

Comments

Status

Ongoing

G

-

1. the application
of prudence
2. the future
models of
prudent
healthcare
MA
R14

Mar 17

At least an hour and a Secretariat
half slot for meetings
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with health boards to
ensure sufficient time
for a quality, robust
debate on prudent
healthcare and the
future model for health
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